Parsons Infrastructure is seeking motivated engineering students with an interest in bridge structures for a summer intern position. The intern will gain exposure to the production of drawings and calculations for the design of highway and rail bridge structures. The position is located in a vibrant, downtown Chicago office of over 100 employees, and is close to public transportation and the Metra commuter rail stations.

Civil Engineering students nearing completion of undergraduate studies, or students currently enrolled in graduate studies are encouraged to apply. Students should have completed courses such as structural analysis, steel or concrete design, geotechnical engineering, etc. Applicants should include transcripts, a brief cover letter outlining your main areas of interest within civil engineering, and what skills and experiences you hope gain through summer employment.

Applications accepted online at:  
http://parsonsjobs.com; search Job ID Number 41465

For additional information, contact:

Todd Ude
Parsons
10 S. Riverside Plaza
Chicago, IL 60606
Todd.Ude@parsons.com